Date: 11/28/20
Location: ZOOM!

RCB Executive Board Meeting
Start Time: 5:05pm (CDT)
Members Absent: Ziya, Carina
1. Review
a. Reading of the Minutes
2. Executive and Advisor Updates
a. Albert (VP of Academic Affairs)
i.
Still working out shipping for RCB Apparel
b. Sophia and Ziya (VPs of Social Affairs)
i.
Guess candy in a jar winter break activity - google form to put responses
- prizes either from Amazon or physical store that Sophia will ship to the
winner in the beginning of winter quarter
1. peppermint/hard candy is better so it doesn’t melt
ii.
Nancy suggested virtual holiday movie watch party for the end of the
quarter
c. Christy (VP of Philanthropic Affairs)
i.
No updates
d. Carina (VP of Public Relations)
i.
No updates
e. Nathan (VP of Finance)
i.
No updates
f. Maya (president)
i.
No updates!
g. Nancy (advisor)
i.
Thank you Maya for follow-up with presidents/turn-around on non-res
form info for Winter Quarter.
ii.
Reminder to all of you - if you won’t be residing in a res college during
Winter Qtr, be sure to complete and submit your non-res form before
12/8.
iii.
Sent White Elephant info to Maya. Will send pic of unwrapped item. )
3. Discussion
a. Plan A(in-person/hybrid)/plan B (virtual) for RCB Quizbowl? Ideas for team
prizes? Contact NU Quizbowl team - see if they’ve held virtual competition, and
if so, how did they do it? Check on cost of QB question sets.
i.
I’m not sure if I’m comfortable with an in-person or hybrid format for RCB
Quizbowl. I will be sure to check out NU Quizbowl and what they did. I
talked to Jakob and he mentioned having stored some printed problem
sets, but I’ll have to check if they were used last year. -Albert
ii.
Individual hammock prize
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b. Started to consider proposed budgets for Wtr events?
c. Possible watch party of Elf? Is that possible, or of interest for a virtual social
activity?
i.
Does anyone know if there's an online candy jar guessing game? I’ve
looked and I couldn’t find anything -Sophia
End Time: 5:55pm (CDT)

